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Examining Interpretations of Civil National
Values made by Young People in Post-
Conflict Settings (Kenya and Nepal)

 

This project aims to empower children in
post-conflict settings to articulate their
interpretations and shared communications
of civic national values through their
creation of a performance arts-based
‘scheme of work’ as a process of
transformative learning for supporting local
and global Civil Service Organisations
(CSOs) in reducing poverty and advancing
education for all, as part of the peace-
building process.

The project has four central aims:

1. Explore how children in post-conflict
settings interpret civic national values by
their own conceptions, actions and

reflections, supported in their application of varied performance arts-based tools and techniques for
their shared communications. 
2. Empower children in post-conflict settings to develop and advance their thinking about the past;
the present and future possibilities of peacebuilding through theories of ‘reflection’. 
3. Examine the perspectives of teachers on ‘civic national values’ including the varied ways they
pass these narratives 
to their learners. 
4. Facilitate our research partners to continuously analyse, reflect and conceptualize their
understandings and shared communications of civic national values for advancing future
policymaking through a performance arts-based ‘scheme of work’ that can be applied locally,
nationally and internationally in comparative contexts.
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It is hoped that, through this project,
children in post-conflict settings;
their teachers; and CSOs become
empowered by their reflections,
conceptions and arts-based
performances, benefitting their
current and future processes of
education, and advancing their
shared communications of ‘civic
national values’, allowing for
continued peacebuilding.

The Scheme of Work document is
available to download as a
resource. Acces the toolkit in
English
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.u
k/wp-
content/uploads/sites/110/2020/02/CTS-Nepal-and-Kenya-SoW-revised-Feb-2020.pdf), Swahili
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/110/2020/02/KUBADILISHA-
HADITHI-KISWAHILI-TRANSLATION-revised-FEB-2020.pdf), Spanish
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/110/2020/02/CTS-FINAL-
TranslationSpanish-Revised-Feb-2020.pdf) and Nepali (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/sites/110/2020/02/Translated-_Scheme-of-Work_English-to-Nepali-revised-
February-2020.pdf).

Watch the projects documentary films from Kenya and Nepal:

 

Stay tuned for project updates
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Civil Society Organisations Reflections on Arts Based Methodologies in
Schools (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/2019/12/20/civil-society-
organisations-reflections-on-arts-based-methodologies-in-schools/)

Friday 20 December 2019

By Nub Raj Bhandari (Janaki Women Awareness Society) Co-I, Examining the Interpretations of
Civic National Values Made by Young People...

more (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/2019/12/20/civil-society-organisations-reflections-on-
arts-based-methodologies-in-schools/)
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Examining the Interpretations of Civic National Values made by young people
in Nepal: A youth perspective
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Tuesday 1 October 2019

This blog is part of Changing The Story’s #YoungChangemakers series. If you are a young person
leading alternative actions for...
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Examining the Interpretation of Civic National Values made by young people in
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Tuesday 1 October 2019

This blog is part of Changing The Story’s #YoungChangemakers series. If you are a young person
leading alternative actions for...
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more (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/2019/10/01/examining-the-interpretation-of-civic-
national-values-made-by-young-people-in-nepal/)

Examining Civic National Values in Kenya and Nepal: Why, how and what next?
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/2019/10/01/examining-civic-national-values-in-kenya-and-
nepal-why-how-and-what-next/)

Examining Civic National Values in Kenya and Nepal: Why, how and what
next? (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/2019/10/01/examining-civic-
national-values-in-kenya-and-nepal-why-how-and-what-next/)

Tuesday 1 October 2019

Written by Marlon Moncrieffe, Principal Investigator on the Phase 2 Kenya and Nepal project.
‘Examining Interpretations of Civic National Values...

more (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/2019/10/01/examining-civic-national-values-in-kenya-
and-nepal-why-how-and-what-next/)
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Core Project Partners

 (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/marlon-
moncrieffe-university-of-brighton/)

Dr Marlon Moncrieffe (University of Brighton)
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/marlon-moncrieffe-university-of-
brighton/)

Profile (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/marlon-moncrieffe-university-of-brighton/)

Map data ©2022 Google, INEGI(https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=14.643187,61.015101&z=3&t=m&hl=en-GB&gl=US&mapclient=apiv3)
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 (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/john-mwangi-githigar-
st-pauls-university-limuru/)

Dr John Mwangi (St. Paul's University, Limuru)
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/john-mwangi-githigar-st-pauls-
university-limuru/)

Profile (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/john-mwangi-githigar-st-pauls-university-
limuru/)

(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/rajib-timalsina-tribhuvan-university/)

Rajib Timalsina (Tribhuvan University)
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/rajib-timalsina-tribhuvan-
university/)

Profile (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/rajib-timalsina-tribhuvan-university/)
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(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/willis-okumu-anglican-development-services/)

Dr Willis Okumu (Anglican Development Services)
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/willis-okumu-anglican-
development-services/)

Profile (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/willis-okumu-anglican-development-services/)

 (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/antony-ndungu-
zenn-theatre-company/)
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Antony Ndung'u (Zenn Production)
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/antony-ndungu-zenn-theatre-
company/)

Profile (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/antony-ndungu-zenn-theatre-company/)

(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/rajan-khatiwada-mandala-theatre/)

Rajan Khatiwada (Mandala Theatre)
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/rajan-khatiwada-mandala-
theatre/)
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(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/nub-raj-bhandari-janaki-women-awareness-society/)

Nub Raj Bhandari (Janaki Women Awareness Society)
(https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/nub-raj-bhandari-janaki-women-
awareness-society/)

More (https://changingthestory.leeds.ac.uk/profiles/nub-raj-bhandari-janaki-women-awareness-
society/)

@Changing_Story_ (https://twitter.com/Changing_Story_)

“📢The video of the “Long Live Diversity" Mr Klaje workshop is now available on the CtS Youtube
channel… twitter.com/i/web/status/1… (https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1554562611630456832)”

12 hours ago

“📢Latest PRAXIS publication "Key Reflections on ‘What Works’ from across the AHRC GCRF
and Newton Portfolio" by Esth… twitter.com/i/web/status/1…
(https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1551501000606990336)”

about 1 week ago

“RT @ElizabethM_Ward (http://twitter.com/ElizabethM_Ward): If you will indulge me, I would like to
share some exciting professional news.  

In 2023, I will be joining… twitter.com/i/web/status/1…
(https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1550127294139621377)”

2 weeks ago
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